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 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Standard(s) & 
Objective(s) 

Essential Question(s) 

6.E.1.1 How does the position of the sun and the earth affect the seasons? 

“I can” Statements 

Learning Targets 
I can explain how magnetism is important. 
I can describe the difference between rotation and revolution. 
I can explain how the tilt of Earth’s axis, along with its revolution around the sun, makes the seasons. 

Assignments & 
Activities 

 Teacher workday = 
 
No school for 
students! 

1. Warm-Up 110 – Two 
Opposing Forces 
* Teacher demo 
Centripetal force vs 
Centrifugal force 
2. Brain Pop video – 
Magnetism 
* no assignment 
3. Earth’s Magnetic and 
Geographical Poles 
* review from social 
studies 
* reading used to 
complete the Magnetism 
side of doodle notes 
4. Exit Ticket using 
Microsoft Forms in 
Microsoft Teams. 

1. Communicating 
Results – Aurora 
Borealis (page 108); 
student copy in Class 
Notebook 
2. Video link 
All About Auroras: 
Aurora Borealis 
(Northern Lights) and 
Aurora Australis for Kids 
- FreeSchool - YouTube  
Be mindful that 
sometimes students 
complain on not being 
able to hear the video 
when shared from the 
teacher screen. For this 
reason, students may be 
asked to visit the site 
themselves. Information 
from here should be 
added to notes. 

1. Rotation and 
Revolution (ByJu’s The 
Learning App) 
Link  Rotation & 
Revolution : Difference 
Between Rotation & 
Revolution of Earth 
(byjus.com) with a copy 
included in Class 
Notebook, in case of 
difficulty.  
2. Reading: Rotation vs 
Revolution  
* pairs to current social 
studies lesson 
* reading used to 
complete the Rotation & 
Revolution parts of 
notes. 
3. Blooket.com Rotation 
and Revolution used as 
an exit ticket 

1. Planning Solutions -
Seasons (page 137); 
student copy in Class 
Notebook 
2. Brain Pop – Seasons 
* video 
* challenge 
3. Reading: Seasons 
* uses all of this week’s 
studies 
* reading used to 
complete the remainder 
of the notes for Seasons, 
Solstice, and Equinox. 
3. Exit Ticket using 
Microsoft Forms in 
Microsoft Teams. 
 
No Quiz this week –  
Next Quiz over this 
information and next 
week’s 1/15/21. 

Graded Work, 
Assessments, & 

Projects 
 

     Graded assignments this week: (1) Doodle Notes on Magnetism, Rotation/Revolution, Seasons (Solstice/Equinox). Notes should be 

complete (written), they should be added to and/or reviewed in color pencil, and the answer to the essential question (EQ)/ Summary 

should be written in 3-5 complete sentences. (2) Brain Pop Challenge – Seasons FRIDAY. (3) Exit tickets: Tuesday in Teams, 

Thursday using Blooket.com, and Friday in Teams. 
NEXT PROGRESS REPORT: Cohort B 1/28/21; Cohort A 2/1/21 

GRADES CLOSE 3/12/21  
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Homework 
 

No homework this week, although students should still be working on their moon phase chart, “Charting the Moon”. It is also 
advisable to review notes nightly – even if all you do is to read them. 
Moon Phase Calendar for Jacksonville, North Carolina for December 2020 (almanac.com) 
Just remember, this is a computer rendition. It is accurate for the phase of the moon, but not necessarily the image. 

Crystal Jones  

12/30/20 

https://www.almanac.com/astronomy/moon/calendar/NC/Jacksonville/2020-12

